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About This Software

VERSION 2.0 BETA Now Available!
Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NbskImz5n4g

Instructions on enabling the beta are in the video.

New in Version 2:
 - Tabs (Categories)

 - Veritcal Layout mode
 - Background Mode (Low resource usage - 0% cpu)

 - Search bar
 - Streamlined user interface

COMING SOON:
 - Steam Workshop

 - Interface Mod support
 - Much more

Decent Icons is a Game Launcher for Windows that gives you complete creative freedom.
Create icons for games and software from any screenshot, wallpaper or box art image, no photo editing required!
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Features:

Create icons of any size or shape

Use any screenshot, wallpaper, box or fan art image (.JPG or .PNG with Transparency support)

Easily scale and crop your image with Edit Mode

Customizable options include: auto startup (without steam), highlight, titles, overlays, vignette, bevel, reflections, etc

Add a few of your favorite games, or scroll through a larger library with scroll mode

Continuous development and community involvement

Decent Icons is only available for purchase through Steam, but the software features no DRM or internet connection
requirements once it is downloaded.
You can run it offline without steam.

My hope is that we can all build something together that lets people get creative and have fun with their desktop.

Please share your thoughts and feedback
Supports for Windows Vista or Above

WARNING: Possible incompatibility with DeskScapes by Stardock Software.
FAQ: Frequently Asked Questions!

 http://steamcommunity.com/app/395760/discussions/0/365163686060662394/
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Title: Decent Icons
Genre: Design & Illustration, Utilities
Developer:
Decent Software LLC
Publisher:
Decent Software LLC
Release Date: 18 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Memory: 4 GB RAM

English
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Still a little rough around the edges but developers seem very involved in making this a great product! The program works just
as advertised and makes my desktop look awesome. I really love the potential and can’t wait to see what this program matures
into!. I'm running this on an older laptop and it works just fine. The only lag I have is when I customize the icons, but that's rare
+ it's not that bad even then.

It is rather easy to understand how this app works, and it looks decent. If you ever wanted to have fancy 'icons' of any shape or
size, then this program may just be a tool for you.

Definitely recommended, but only if you actually want to launch games from your desktop instead of your Steam UI.. Great
App with Reasonable Price !

Are you boring with old style desktop and icons ? Try this it will let you customize icon of your games, your programs or etc. It
is not expensive. I swear it is worst all penny you spend. Developers are open mind.. From my experience with Decent Icons, it
was acting very glitchy with me. When I edit the icons with pictures, they reset when back to how they were when I go in a
game... it's so stupid. After they reset back to its original state the glitch becomes far worse by not letting me open my games...
It just keeps me on the desktop. Then when I go to edit mode to adjust where I would like them on my desktop, it is super laggy
and slow and it gets frustrating. I am not sure if it was an installation problem with on my PC but it had me pretty enraged. I am
sorry, I don't recommend it. I may get it again when things are fixed and maybe more features are added, or if I get a second
monitor. But my PC is a great powerful one, I would assume that it should run pretty decent and smooth... but it didn't. So, for
now, it's not my thing. But I recommend people to give it a try, if not refund it. I don't know. CH\u039bRMY
DISS\u039bPPROVES... :\/. Lots of customization and friendly developer who is always happy to talk to you about bugs and the
future of the software.

For clarification you can run this software without steam so it wont have to show you as "in-app" on your steam list if you dont
want to. You can even set it to run when you login t your PC.. Didn`t like this myself, It came in a bundle, and isn`t a program
I`d have gone out of my way to purchase and use,
Why install and run a game launcher from within another game launcher? - (Steam itself).
I have a LOT of games in my library so I chose to try this utility in my gaming laptop which does not have every game in my
library installed, but just a selection of what I think are the better games in my collection.
Even with the reduced number - 121 games, as opposed to 2548 steam and `none-steam` games, I found it to be very laggy,
jerky and inflexible. ( I can only imagine how it would struggle to cope with ALL my installed games on my main PC, it`d
probably have an eppy).
The scrolling did not seem smooth at all, and the speed of updating any global changes, was very slow.
Also, there are no options for grouping games into genre`s or folders of any type*, its just one dock that lists and scrolls through
the entire selection. I noticed other issues as well, for reasons of its own it decided to `double up` on certain games so it showed
2 (or more) identical icons for each game. I`m guessing this is because it just looks for .exe files within the steam game
directory, and if there are more than one, ( e.g. for directX 9 or 10 versions ), then it treats them as 2 separate games, ( which
both have the same metadata... ).

I really wish Steam had a middle option for review rating, I wasn`t keen on this, but you may like it.. if you just want a simple
interface for launching a few of your most played, or favorite games then this would fit the bill. I just think it falls down if you
want it to handle a larger library.

Because I`m feeling magnamanous, (and its Xmas) I`m going to rate it as recommended, even if my review seems to be picking
at its faults. Looking at other peoples creations in the forum, you CAN build very snazzy looking launch screens and icons, I just
didn`t delve deep enough to see how because I was put off by the performance issues I saw. And I`m probably too lazy to do the
work needed to modify each and every icon to my taste.

Soooo, - recommended.
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* I understand this has been added in the new beta.. I put game icons on my desktop and tweaked them.

Will likely tweak again.

Can't beat that for a couple of bucks.
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It will be better if they add a vertical lineup for icons. I am big when it comes to software like this, so when I saw this whilst
browsing the steam store I had to have it.

It does what it says and it does it well, it even supports advanced launching options, so if you wanted put some emulator roms on
here you can configure them to start correctly.

The one complaint I have with Decent Icons is I wish there was an option to set the program as a windowed application, right
now it sets it as a fullscreen app, which may not be a big deal for most but it messed up my Wallpaper Engine settings causing
my animated wallpaper to pause whenever I select in the Decent Icons application boundries. I changed my wallpaper engine
settings to fix this, but it's not Ideal for my purposes.

7.5/10 The software is as advertised.. Any updates?. i am willing to translate this software into chinese
here is my email:1907503982@qq.com\/s1907503982@gmail.com

can't run beta version Xd
was use it for a little time,certained that i trully love it. Line 1874: Uncaught Error: Uncaught Error loading icons : TypeError:
Cannot read property 'r' of null (file:/I:/Steam/steamapps/common/Decent%20Icons/resources/app.asar/iconTemplate.js:172).
Looks nice, but its a pain in the♥♥♥♥♥to set up and work with.

Why?:

 - slowly refreshes everything each time anything is changed (adds more time towards making changes and adding shortcuts.)
 - broken effects (reflections sometimes dont show at all or don't update to the new image added, or won't load needing restarts
of the application.)
 - some settings randomly revert or the position changes when adding icons
 - Anything drag and drop is broken (Drag and drop shortcuts won't put them in the place you dropped them in the list
properly.... Drag and drog images will change the wrong shortcut icons.)
 - Names don't show properly in edit mode.
 - broken editing visuals.

if your fine with spending hours trying to add shortcuts for a bunch of games between the program updating really slowly and
not wanting to cooperate with drag and drop making you have to go in and change icons individually between refreshes then be
my guest... otherwise you would be doing yourself a favor by avoiding this application until it gets worked on more... I've had
visual decoration applications which shortcuts weren't the main priority but managing them was really easy... this application
managing shortcuts is just a complete hassle.. Does what it says on the tin. Couple of nice extras like number of friends in game.

Cheap also.

Try it ^_^. software so cool but i need chinese thanks!
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